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Your individual local nature protection project
Naturefund buys forests, meadows and wet lands to preserve  
habitats for the diversity of species. 

Your own habitat protection project
The purchase of natural habitats is one of the most effective ways to preserve a natural 
paradise. Such a protective measure is an easy idea to communicate that people can 
quickly identify with. Naturefund can assist you in the choice of which type of habitat 
you would like to preserve, although we do not predetermine the size, or type of ha-
bitat. The important thing is that the project helps nature. The close collaboration with 
local partners ensures that nature can develop undisturbed in the long term.

Your own reforestation project
Together with you we can plan and arrange a regional reforestation project. Perhaps 
you own a habitat, or you have contacts with land owners in your region. If not, then 
Naturefund can help you to find an appropriate area for reforestation. In most cases, 
we do so by coordinating the necessary arrangements with the nature conservation 
authority and the district forestry office. It is also possible to organise a reforestation 
campaign with the local community for the care and monitoring of the growth of the 
trees for the future.

Advantages
For the realisation of the project, Naturefund will be by your side with their long stan-
ding know-how and good contacts. Through close collaboration with you the project 
can comply with your requests. So you can organise your own local nature protection 
project. Naturefund will gladly provide project maps and graphical material for you to 
communicate the project to others. Naturefund can also undertake press releases and 
public relations via social media for you.

Your contact partner
Katja Wiese 
Telefon +49 611 504 581 019
E-Mail katja.wiese@naturefund.de

Our offer
You can design your own protection project 
together with Naturefund from a starting 
cost of 10,000 euros. For example, this can 
be the purchase and the renaturation of an 
area in your region or the reforestation of a 
rare species of tree in a surrounding forest. 
Here is what we provide:

Your own local protection project;•	

A nature protection campaign, such as a •	
reforestation event;

Mutual public relations online and offline;•	

Interactive tools for your website and •	
online communication;

Help with internal communication.•	


